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REGULARIZINGEFFECTS FOR u, = Am(zz)
BY

MICHAEL G. CRANDALL AND MICHEL PIERRE'
Abstract.

One expression of the fact that a nonnegative solution of the initial-value

problem
' u, -Awm = 0,

OO.iEi",

1w(0, x) = u0(x),

where m > 0, is more regular for / > 0 than a rough initial datum u0 is the
remarkable pointwise inequality u, = Au"1 > -{N/(N(m
— 1) + 2)t)u obtained by
Aronson and Bénilan for t > 0 and m > max((A/ — 2)/N, 0). This inequality was
used by Friedman and Caffarelli in proving that solutions of (IVP) are continuous
for t > 0. The main results of this paper generalize the Aronson-Bénilan inequality
and show the extended inequality is valid for a much broader class of equations of
the form w, = A<p(w). In particular, the results apply to the Stefan problem which is

modeled by <p(r) = (r - 1)+ and
this case.

imply ((u - 1)+ ),»-((«-

1)+ +N/2)/t

in

This paper concerns nonnegative solutions of initial-value problems of the form

(IVP)

[u, - Aœ(zz) = 0,

\ '

v '

[u(0,x)

= uo(x),

for t > 0, x E RN,
xERN.

Hereafter, it is assumed that

(1)

<p:7? -» 7? is continuous, nondecreasing and <p(0) = 0.

It is known that (see, e.g., [5] and its references) if u0 E LX(RN) D LX(RN), then
there is exactly one u E C([0, oo); LX(RN)) which satisfies
(2)

ess inf zz0< zz< ess sup u0,

u(0) = u0 and ut = A<p(iz)in ^'((0, oo) X RN) (i.e., in the sense of distributions). We
refer to this u simply as the solution of (IVP). The mapping u0 -> u is nonexpansive
from LX(RN) into C([0, oo); LX(RN)). It follows from (2) that tz is nonnegative and
bounded whenever u0 is nonnegative and bounded and it is hereafter assumed that
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We will prove that if <psatisfies (1), is twice continuously differentiable and
(3)

r(<p'(r)f*iK[(p(r)

+ a][r<p"(r)

("esssup" is hereafter abbreviated
solution u of (IVP) satisfies

(4)

+ 2<p'(r)/N]

for 0 < r < sup zz0

to "sup") for some K> 0 and a > 0, then the

<p(u)t>(K/t)(<p(u)

+ a)

inty'((0,œ)XRN).

In fact, we will establish (4) for nonlinearities <pwhich satisfy integrated forms of (3)
and thus cpneed not be twice differentiable.
The pointwise inequality (4) is a generalization of the result of Aronson and
Bénilan [1] for the case (p(r) = rm, m > 0. Indeed, for this <p,(3) with cz = 0 becomes

m2*¿K(m(m

which is equivalent to N(m — l) + 2>0

K^m/((m

- 1) + 2m/N)

and

- I) + 2/N).

Hence if <p(r) = rm and N(m — 1) + 2 > 0, Theorem 1 implies

(5)

(um),^

-(mN/N(m-

l) + 2)(um/t).

Formally (um), = mum~xut and (5) thus becomes

(6)

ut>-(N/N(m-l)

+ 2)(u/t)

which is a main result of [1].
When (p satisfies (3) with a = 0, the estimate (4) formally yields

(7)

u,>-(K/t)(<p(u)Mu)).

Although (7) is not an immediate consequence of (4) due to regularity questions, the
possibility that <p'(u) may have zeros, etc_,
we will show this inequality holds
under assumptions that guarantee it is meaningful. If, moreover, <p(zz)< cizcp'(zz)for
some constant c (as is implied by (3) when a = 0, N > 3), an inequality of type (6)
can also be obtained.
These last considerations are clearly not relevant when a ¥= 0 and y'(u) has zeros.
In this case (4) is a different sort of estimate which can be obtained for a much
larger class of functions <pthan the zz,> -cu/t estimates. In particular, if cp(zz) —
max(zz-l,0) we have a model of the Stefan problem (see, e.g., [6,9]) and the

integrated form of (3) holds with a = 1, K — TV/2.
The methods used in this work are similar to those of [1]. First (IVP) is
approximated appropriately. Next it is shown that if zzis a solution of the approximate problem, then/? = Atp(tz), where ¡¡>'(r) = <p'(r)/r, satisfies a parabolic inequality which allows one to conclude that A^(w) > -h(ip(u))/t for certain functions «
constructed in the argument. The consequences for zz are as stated above. Refinements and implications of (4) are also discussed. These primary arguments are given
in §1. The question of "strong solutions" is addressed in §2.
Other works in which related estimates appear are [3 and 8], to which we refer for
further references. In particular, [8] contains results which apply to (IVP) when the
sign condition zz0s* 0 is dropped.
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1. The main results. Preparatory to formulating the main results, we restate the
basic assumption
(1.1)

r(<p'(r))2 < K(<p(r) + a)(r<p"(r)

+ 2<p'(r)/N),

in which K> 0 and czs* 0, in integrated form. Assume that <p(r) + a > 0, and
qp'C) > 0 on some interval (0, M) for the moment, so that (1.1) may be rewritten

(on(0, M))as
k<p'/(q> + a) <q>"/q>' + 2N'Xrx,

k=l/K,

or

0 < (ln<p')' - k(ln(<p + a))' + 2(lnr)'/N,
or
ln([<r// (tp + cz) jr2/iV) is nondecreasing

or, finally, <p'(r)r2/N/(<p(r) + a)k is nondecreasing.
erty is conveniently regarded as the convexity of
T -(1

- k)-[[<p(TN/<N-V)

This final monotonicity prop-

+ cz]'"*,

N > 3,

T^(l-ky][<p(e*)+a]l~k,

(1.2)

T-»(I

N = 2,

-â:)_I[(p(-1/t)

+ a\X~k,

7V=1.

(If k = 1 above, (<p+ cz)1_*/(l — k) means ln(<p + a).)
A main result is

Theorem

1. Let 0 < u0 E LX(RN) n LX(RN) and assume that (1.2) is convex on
'osST^supzzo)'""2'7"

ifN>3,

-oo < T < ln(sup zz0)

if N = 2,

-oo <t<

ifN=l.

-l/sup«0

Let u be the solution of (IV?).
Thenfor K= l/k,
(1.3)

<p(u)t>-(K/t)(<p(u)

+ a)

z«oD'((0,oo) X RN).

The proof of Theorem 1 will be augmented to obtain the following refinement in
the case in which a = 0 and <p(r)/<p'(r) is a "good" function.
Theorem 2. 7« addition to the assumptions of Theorem 1, assume a = 0, r0 > 0 cz«ci
<p(r) = 0 for 0 *£ r =Sr0. Assume tp G C'(0, sup u0), <p'(r) > 0 for r > r0 and that
limrKo <p(r)/<p'(r) — 0. Then the solution u o/(IVP) satisfies

(1.4)

K,> -Ka(u)/t

ina¡}'{(0,cc)XRN)

where

a(r) =

\{r)/<p'(r),

0,

r>rQ,
r*n.
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We point out explicitly the special cases (p(r) = (r — l)+m = (max(r — l,0))m on

[0, oo) in which we may take r0 = 1. Now (1.1) will be satisfied with a — 0 if
rm =£K((m - l)r + 2N~x(r - I))

for 1 «=r < sup u0.

Thus if m > 1 we may use Theorem 2 and K = m/(m — 1) to conclude that
'

m
] i
i\+
1
i
"(M_1)
=-7-tt:(w_1)
m - I t my
(m — l)t

no matter what zz0 is. If m = 1, corresponding
satisfy (1.1) with cz= 0 and require instead

r<K((r-

,\+

to the Stefan problem, we cannot

l)++a)(2/N),

r>l,

or K » 1 and Ka ■2/N > 1. This is achieved by K = 1 and cz= A/2. (The reader
may check that the integrated condition holds in this case, erasing doubt as to the
validity of the cavalier treatment of cp" above.) Hence we conclude, by Theorem

1,

only that
((zz-l)+),3,-r>((M-l)++A//2).
It is interesting to notice that if <p is convex and Lipschitz continuous
(0, sup w0) and satisfies (1), then (1.1) (or its integrated form) holds with
v = 'N
Ka
~2

t(r<PIt('"))•
\\

SUP
re(0,sup

on

«0)

Since K can be chosen as small as we desire, Theorem 1 yields <p(u), > -Ka/t.
We begin the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. To this end we consider the problem
(IVP) under the strong assumptions that
(1.5)

u0EC?(RN),

zzo^O,

and that <psatisfies (1), and for some K, a, S > 0,

"(i) tp G C°°(0, oo),

(1.6)

(ii) /-(tp'(r))2 < K(<p(r) + a){r<p"(r)

(iii) qp'(r) >0

+ 2<p'(r)/N)

for 0 < r < sup tz0 + 8,
for 0 < z-< sup u0 + S.

Standard methods [9,10] then guarantee that for 0 < e < 5 the problem

(1.7)

we,- A<p(wJ = 0,

w£(0, x) = u0(x) + e

has a unique solution wt E C°°([0, oo) X RN) satisfying
( 1.8)

sup u0 + e>

wE> e,

and the derivatives of we are bounded for bounded t > 0. Moreover,

(1.9)

we<%

for 0 < e *£ ft < S

and

(1.10)

f (we-e)dx=[

JRN

JRN

u0dx.
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It follows that limEi0(u'£ — e) = limEi0 weis the solution of (1.1) and that in order to
prove <p(u), > -(K/t)(fp(u)
+ a) it suffices to show q>(we)l > -(K/t)(<p(we) + a).
For notational convenience we now drop the subscript e in wc. Thus w is to solve
w, — A<p(w) = 0, w(0, x) = u0(x) + e. The main steps in the proof involve the
function

(1.11)

*($)=(*

^^-ds
Je/2

forf>0,

s

and the standard change of dependent variable

(1.12)

o = t/>(w).

Lemma 1. Let (1.5), (1.6) hold, 0 < e < 8, w be the classical solution of (l.l) and v
be given by (1.12), (1.11). 77ze«

(1.13)

v, = g(v)Av+\

(1.14)

w\2

forg(v) = <p'{r\v)),

w, = wAv + (<p'(w)/w)

| Vw\2,

andp = At; satisfies

(1-15)

Pi>g(v)Ap
+ g"{v)

+ 2(vg(v)

+ Vv)- Vp

| Vü \2p + (g'(v)

+ 2/N)p2.

In the statement of Lemma 1, V = (d/dxx,... ,d/dxN)
and a ■b = axbx
+ • ■■+aNbN. The proof consists of direct calculations. E.g., substituting the
identities

v. = tp'(w)w
<p'(w) .

Av = ^-^-Aw
w

+

Vt) = f(if)Vif,
I <p"(h')

\

<p'(w) \ .

3LA-1 - v^±
w
w

1

.,

Vw 2

= n}ûAw+l<p"(w)w-<p'(w))lVvl2

\

(<P'(»)f I

into w, = A<p(w)= <p'(w)Aw+ cp"(w)\vw\2 yields (1.13) and (1.14). To obtain
(1.15) one applies A to the equation d, = g(v)Av + \ Vv |2 and uses

A | vu |2 = 22"J=x(vx¡Xj)2 + 2w ■ v(Au) 3=(2/N)(Avf

+ 2w ■ v(Av).

To continue, let Ê be the nonlinear operator

(1.16)

£(Z) = g(v)AZ + 2(vg(o) + W) ■vZ
+ g"(v)\w\2Z+(g'(v)

+ 2/N)Z2,

so the parabolic inequality (1.15) satisfied by p = Au can be rewrittenpt 3= t(p). We
now seek a comparison function Z in the form Z = -h(v)/t
with the property
Z, *£ £Z. If h(r) > 0 for r > 0, we then have Z =sp for small t > 0 (since "Z = -oo"
at / = 0) and so Z < p for all t > 0 by standard comparison results [9].
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Lemma 2. Let w be the solution of (1.7) and v = \(i(w) as above. Let a > 0, K 3= 0,
w(xL-x(r))

(L17)

+ a

*(r) = * (, Y i Vv Ï

andZ = -h(v)/t.

Then

(1.18)

Z, = £(Z) + (1/«(ü)

- (g'(ü) + 2//V))Z2.

7« particular, if

(1.19)

l/A(t>)<g'(t>)

+ 2/iV

i«e« Z *£,Avfor t > 0 cznc7
(1.20)

<p(w),>-(tf/f)(<p(w)

+ a)

/or/>0.

Proof. We set aside the verification of (1.18) for the moment. Once this is
established and (1.19) holds we have Zr *£ £(Z) and then Z < At>by the maximum
principle as remarked above. Returning to (1.14) we have
i. ~,\
(1.21)

. , Ç>'(w) .
,,
.
wh(v)
„(m(w) + a)
w, = wAv + T v y Vtf 2 s* wAu 3* -—^^= -j:VY> / .—¿,
w
t
<p'(w)t

or <p(w),= tpX^M * -^(«p(w) + a)A as claimed in (1.20).
Rather than verify (1.18) by direct computation, we consider the result of
computing Z, — £(Z) when Z = -h(v)/t. The identities

Zr = _ *M
/

VZ=-

'

+ M«) = z*M 0r+ _L-z2,
,2

"'(f)

/

4,

—^Vt),

'

ft»

&'(»)*

A"(o),

AZ = -—^-^At;-^-|Vu|2

,2

imply that v, = g(u)Au + | Vv |2 becomes, upon multiplication by -h'(v)/t,

J_
-'

«(«)

72 _ 7 _ Hv)
Z2 = Z,- -^r
'

z2

= g(t;)AZ + 2(vg(u)+

''-/.-,
= g(v)\AZ

J»"(P) | „„ ,2
+ —^
| Vu |2 + Vu • VZ

Ve).- VZ + g"(ü)|

+ ^Y^-g(v)\w\2-(2vg(v)+
-(g'(v)

W)-

Vü|2Z+(g'(t;)+^)z2

vZ-g"(v)\

W\2Z

+ 2/N)Z2
i _

= £(Z) + (*"(»)*(»)
-(g'(v)

+ 2*'(»)A'(t>) + h'(v) + g"(v)h(v))t—l-

|2

t

+ 2/N)Z2.

Simplifying the above a bit, it follows that

(1.22) z, = £(z) + (¿y-

(*'(») + |))z2

+ ((**)"(») + *»)

The general solution « of (gh)" + «' = 0 is

"■23>
«^A-(-/î)+fh(-/î))(/-/ï)
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where //denotes

a function whose derivative is/and

that g(r) = <p'(r\r)),
(1.23) can be written

CX,C2are constants. Now recall

V(r) = <p'(r)/r and so fl/g = In*"1, /*H = <P(^"')- Thus

(L24) kÙ=~'n-i,
,/i^/V'i-i1/
<p(* v))* *,-./\+
v)
v(*
v)) * V)^*'VJ).
Set C, = TsTcz
and C2 = TsTin(1.24) to find (1.17).Now (1.18) follows from (1.22) and
(gh)" + h' = 0. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
We now can prove
Lemma 3. 7« addition to the assumptions of Theorem 1, let <psatisfy (1.6) with 5 = 0.

77zi>«
(1.3) holds.
Proof. If zz0G C^(RN), u0 > 0, (1.6) is satisfied with 8 > 0 and wt solves (1.7),
then by Lemma 2, (1.20) holds provided (1.19) is satisfied with h given by (1.17) and
t> = ^(wj. Recalling again that g(r) — <p'(4t~x(r)), etc., (1.19) reduces to

*aVK))2

< K(<p(we) + a)(we<p"(we)+ (2/A)<p'(wJ).

This holds by (1.6), (1.8) and 0 < e < 8. Since we decreases to the solution zz as e
decreases to zero, (1.20) will hold (in "^'((O, oo) X 7?")) for u. The mapping zz0-» u is
nonexpansive from LX(R) into C([0, oo); LX(RN)) and hence (1.3) holds for general
0 < u0 E LX(RN) n LX(RN) satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma when it holds
for the special u0 E C™(RN) just treated. (To allow 5 = 0, approximate zz0suitably

from below.)
Proof of Theorem 1. According to Lemma 3, the assertion of the theorem is
correct if also tp is smooth and <p'(r) > 0 on r > 0. Indeed, the convexity assumed in
the theorem is equivalent to (1.6)(ii) (with 5 = 0) in this case. It is also known that if
{(p„} is a sequence of nondecreasing continuous
on [0, sup u0], then the solutions un of

"„, - A<Pn(0 = °'

functions with <pn-» cp everywhere

"„|,=0 = "o'

satisfy lim„J00 un = u in C([0, oo); LX(B)) for every compact B E RN [4]. Thus the
result will follow at once if we can approximate functions cpsatisfying the hypotheses
of Theorem 1 by sequences satisfying (1.6) with K = l/k in (1.6)(ii). This may be

done as follows if N>3,

k¥* 1. Let (tp(TN/l-N~2))+ a)l~k/(í

- k) = $(t)

be

convex on 0 < t < (sup u0)(N~2)/N. Choose C°° convex functions 3>non this interval

with <P„(0)= ax~k/(l - k) and $„(t) > 0 for 0 < t so that $,, -» $ uniformly on
[0,supuo]. Set <pn(r) = ((1 - fc)*„(r(Ar-2)/JV)),/(,~*) - a. Then <p„^ <p uniformly
on [0, sup u0] and <pnsatisfies (1.6) with K = l/k. Obvious modifications need to be
made for k = 1 or N = 1,2, but the arguments are basically the same and we omit

them.
Proof of Theorem 2. Again appropriate approximations need to be made and
again we explicitly discuss only N 3= 3. Recall that now a = 0 and set 3>(t) =
V(T"A"-2)y-*/(i
_ ky Define cpxby

TT^tt^t^-2')'-*

= *a(0 = *(t) + e-V'
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Now <pxG C1 and <p'x(r) > 0 on (0, sup zz0]. We may solve (1.7) with e > 0 and cp
replaced by <px for w — wx (with the dependence on e suppressed). It suffices to
assume that zz0,cp and \p are smooth in the process and remove this subsequently by
approximation. Then, by Lemma 2, <p'x(wx)wXl3= ~(K/t)(px(wx) and, since wx is

smooth and <p'x(
w. ) > 0,

(1-25)

wXt>-(*/')(«PxK)MK))-

But
Vx(TW-2>)

= (1 - k)N

2/(N_2)<J>x(r)

= {l-k)NT2/tN_J*(T)+e->\e*-l))
N-2

(®'(r)

+ e-x2\eXT)

We have assumed that
œ(TN/iN-2)\

N

W\l_¿^d-Z-^—il_

rtrW-V)

U

<*>( \
2/jN-2)V\T)

'C;V-2T

T>riN-2)/N

$'(t)'

extends continuously to [0, r^N~2)/N] as 0, or

lim

rijit-n/*
n

$'(t)

From this it follows that
,.

<D(T) + e-A(eXT-

hm —^^-s-£
a-oo

$'(t)

+ e-x2\eXT

1)

=

Ulli

AN-D/N<

0,

0 *£ t < rÁN-2)/N,

dp'(T) '

°

^ /

x

vsuP "o^

»

uniformly in [0, (sup u0)(N 2)/N}. The verification is left to the reader. Hence one
may pass to the limit as e|0 in (1.25) and then as X -» oo to complete the proof of
Theorem 2.
Corollary.

7« addition to the assumptions of Theorem 2 let N > 3. Then

(1.26)

u,>-(N/(N-2))(K-l)(u/t).

Proof. The convexity of t -> (p(TN/iN^2))x~k = O(t) implies $(t)
f(TAr/(W-2)) < T*/</v-2)(1 -k){N/(N-

< t4>'(t) or

2))<p'(tn^n~2))

or

(1.27)

m(r)/<p'(r)<;V(l-/>)/y(A-2),

provided <p'(r) exists and is positive. Since the estimate on q>/cp' depends only on k,
it is shared by any smooth approximation cpof <pwith <p'(r) > 0 and the same k. We
showed above" how to make such approximations and then (1.26) holds for the
solutions of these approximate problems by Theorem 2 (with r0 = 0) and (1.27).

Hence (1.26) follows.
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Remark. (1.27) implies k < 1 (unless <p= 0) since q)/q>' is somewhere positive. If
N = 1 or 2 we cannot deduce an estimate on <p(r)/r<p'(r) from our other assumptions. However, we may use Theorem 2 with r0 = 0 if it applies. In particular, if
<p(r) = rm with m > 0 and N — 1 or 2 we recover the estimate of [1]. For N > 2 and

m>(N - 2)/N, (1.26) with K = mN/((m - l)N + 2) also recovers the result of [1]
for this case.
2. Remarks on strong solutions. We discuss the question of when the results
of the previous section imply that the solution tz of (IVP) is a " strong solution" in
L\RN). By this we mean u E C([0, oo); LX(RN)), tp(zz) G L'loc((0, oo) X RN), u, E
LxXoc((0,
oo); LX(RN)) and u, = A<p(u).
Theorem 3. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 2 be satisfied with r0 = 0. Assume,
moreover, that there is a constant c such that (p(r)/q>'(r) =£ cr for r E (0, sup zz0].
Then the solution u of (IVP) is a strong solution. Moreover, tf \ u,(t, x) | dx <

2cKju0(x)dx.

Proof. This result follows from the arguments given in [1]. By Theorem 2,
tz, > -Kcu/t and tz, is therefore a measure on [0, oo) X RN. Since <p(u) is continuous
on (0, oo) X RN by the results of [11], zz= <p'x((p(u)) is also continuous and it
follows as in [1] that zz, G 7^(0, oo) X RN). Since zz, is bounded below by an
integrable function a.e. on t > 0, ju,(t, x) dx is defined for a.e. t > 0 (but it might
be oo). However, t -» JR»u(t, x) dx is nonincreasing. Thus

(

J RN

({w,(z,x)}+-

{u,(t,x)Y)dx=

(

J RN

u,{t,x)dx^0

and so

/1 u,(t, x) | dx — f(\ u,(t, x)+ | +| u,(t, x)~\) dx
*£ 2 /1 zz,(z\ x) | dx <-/"('<

x) dx <-

\u0(x) dx.

It follows that tu, E L°°(0, oo; LX(RN)) E LxXoc(0,
oo; LX(RN)).
Remark. This discussion assumed (1.2) convex on the intervals specified in
Theorem 3 and u0 E L°°(RN). However, if the convexity is global, then tz, 3= -Kcu/t
holds for all 0 < zz0G LX(RN) n U°(RN) and, hence, for all 0 ^ u0 E LX(RN).
Moreover, the results of [2,12] imply u(t) E L°°(RN) for z>0 under certain
conditions (which hold under our assumptions if N 3= 3). Whenever zz(z) G L0C(RN)
for t > 0, [11] provides a modulus of continuity on each set [t, T] X 77, t > 0, 77 a
ball in RN. Thus the above arguments apply and we have strong solutions for all
m0 € L\RN), «0 > 0.
The hypothesis cp'(r) > 0 for r > 0 appears to be nearly necessary for the
existence of strong solutions. We remark that if tp(/•) = (/■— 1)+ and N = 1 then
strong solutions need not exist. Indeed, in this model of the Stefan problem (see
[6,9]), cp(zz) is the temperature. If cp(zz0) is continuous, smooth on x > 0 and x < 0
and <p(tz0) > 0 on x > 0, <p(«0) = 0 on x < 0, then there is a smooth curve x = s(t)
such that tp(zz)>0 for x > s(t) and <p(«) = 0 for x < s(t) [7]. Moreover, the
derivative <p(u)x jumps across x = s(t) and Acp(zz)G Ll.
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